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10/3/2012 9:01:34 Social Chair

10/4/2012 10:51:
57 President

Title of Item

BBQ & Holiday
Party

Family Soccer
Team

Description of item

We have the fall BBQ (Take 2) coming up, and we'd like to
discuss availability of officers to help, as well as request for some
funds in case we go over the LEF budget.
And, the holiday party event this semester is coming up very fast,
and we already have a budget from LEF. We would love to hear
your suggestions on what to have at the party, and what went well
in previous years.
Eastgate social chair contacted me to see whether we can form a
family soccer team and play in their leisure time. I think it's a good
idea, so we might send out email to westgate residents. The one
who interested in joining the team could add into the family soccer
email list. Seek WEC's comment on this.

10/4/2012 10:57:
13 President

Monitor Content

10/4/2012 11:48: Graduate
29 Coordinators

Previous Year
Resident Survey
Results

Recycling and
10/4/2012 12:31: Floor Rep
20 Coordinators

Special breakfast
during finals

10/2/2012 21:47: Secretary27 Treasurer

Monthly craft

Wenjun & Marcello just finished the training Thursday morning
and wondered what contents we should place in the high rise
monitor.
Presentation of the 2011-2012 Westgate Resident Survey results.
We will only be presenting the pieces we feel are applicable to
WEC as a whole. Feedback on specific programs will be given to
individual chairs directly.
We didn't get funding from GSC. So now this event will open to
Westgate only. Therefore we reduce the budget to $330. This
event was very successful in the past and the attendance was
over 100. Both western style and eastern style will be served to
be considerate.
Once a month (Oct till June) I would like to hold a craft evening for
kids, at the lounge.
I will need $40 for each session that can serve 20 kids.

Exercise Room
Equipments

Some residents complainted about the broken air condition.
Besides, some residents recommended us to buy some
accessaries for exercise room, like jumping rope, scale, or
dumbbell set. We don't know about the budget of exercise room.
So wonder whether we can buy a new air condition before the
winter come.

10/4/2012 10:55:
58 President

If your item
requires money
from the budget,
please write down
Rank the priority of the amount you
this item
are requesting.

1

1

Item Type
Additional request
for food $160
approved (ballon
artist, $250 wasn't
approved). Holiday
party will be on
Dec 1st or 8th
presented as
400 cultural booth

1

Approved
Monitor will be
devided into 3, 1.
picures with past
events. 2. info
about future
events. 3. next bus
info.

1

discussed o gym
only

1

2

2

$330 Approved
4 month were
$360 approved, $160
complaint was
submitted to
housing. an idea
was raised to
switch between the
gym and the library
room

Timestamp

WEC Chair

Title of Item

Couples Resource Fitness and
10/4/2012 9:05:43 Coordinators
laundry

Couples Resource
10/4/2012 9:12:59 Coordinators
Gym weight

10/4/2012 10:58: Couples Resource
19 Coordinators
Salsa class

Description of item
We would like to start a series of weekly meeting on week days in
the lounge.
The Idea is to match a 90 minutes workout section (for max 20
participants) people with laundry.
This project is aimed and not limited to:
1 reduce the load of laundry usage during week-ends;
2 Use unused resources such as mats, weights, steps;
3 Involve residents in a self-held social activity that can turn a
boring duty into a fun event.
We would like to discuss safety issues related to physical
activities and laundry usage policies.
Westgate has many gym weighs sitting in the service room
becouse the containter that holds them is getting rust.
Wse propose to buy a new container or a gym rack. We would
ask Z center if they can donate a dismissed rack and deploy it in
the exercise room.
We would discuss safety and health issues related to this topic.
Here comes again the dancing!
For fall 2012 CRCs are glad to propose Salsa Dancing class.
We would follow the blueprint we used for tango classes.
Casino Rueda (MIT) club listings:
MIT sudents: FREE
non MIT: $5 per workshop
max number of participants: 20
assumption: 10 MIT students + 10 non MIT
$5* 10 non MIT = $50 per workshop
Per class (5 workshops) = $250
The estimate is indicative.
The real expences and the availability of istructors are to be
determined

If your item
requires money
from the budget,
please write down
Rank the priority of the amount you
this item
are requesting.

3

Item Type

0 Approved

3

waiting for
response from Z
300 center

3

will be discussed
250 next time

